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(b)(3) 

(b)(3) From: 

Sent: 	Monday, May 10, 2004 18:34 

(b)(3) (b)(6) To: 

Subject: FW: DR Guidance for SSCI mtg on Iraqi Prisoners 

CLASSIFICATION: 	3ccacT 

CAVEATS:IdefeRtd- 

TERMS: NONE 

12 is discussing the value question. Not sure what there is left. for IZTFICOTF to cover. Looks like 
is critical to this effort. 

	Original Message-- 
(b)(3) From: 

Sent: Monday, May 10, 2004 18:25 

(b)(3) (b)(6) Tc:.:  

Subject: DR Guidance for 55CI mtg on Iraqi Prisoners 

CLASSIFICATION: CEOFIET 

CAVEATS:ttefeRN. 

TERMS: NONE 

Per discussion with VADM Jacoby on Mon. 5/10 afternoon. he directed the follcminc: 

-Friday, 14 May: DIA meeting with SSCI staffers on, SSCI requested: 
--DIA interactions with Iraqi prisoners; 
--Methods used in these interactions (debriefings, interviews, interrogations): 
--Types of DIA contact with Iraqi prisoners/detainees; 
--Value of Intel! gained from these interactions. (J2 piece) 

--In addition, VADM Jacoby tasked the following: 

--DH is to prepare a bfng for this session with SSCI staffers; 
--explain recent arrival of contract interrogators and that they are not used solo; 
--Explain the difference between cur HVT prison and the Abu Gharib prison; 
--Describe the upgrades to the HVT facility; 
--Describe the monitoring done at the HVT facility during interrogations; 
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--Send the charts to Gen Dayton for review; 
--Explain the DHS activities at Abu Ghario—what, when, why. 

The DR wants charts prepared and may want to meet with the bfng team before me SSCI session or Friday 
DR asked that the mtg be on Friday to give us more time to prepare). DR wants the charts reviewed by 

(b)(3) (b)(6) 
Gen Dayton: he wants 	 to call Gen Dayton and discuss the issues. DR would like us to send the 
expert team on Friday and try and address all the issues in one mtg, rather than going back over seierat weeks. 
Prep session in 2D•246 on Tues, 5/11, 1400-1 

VJR 

(b)(3) 

DERIVED FROM: MS 

DECLASSIFY ON: X1 

CLASS IFICATION: 

CAVEATS:Idefeffif4 

TERMS: NONE 

DERIVED FROM: MS 

DECLASSIFY ON: Xi 

CLASSIFICATION: 	3EcacT 

CAVEATS:448.FeRN 

TERMS: NONE 

DERIVED FROM MS 

DECLASSIFY ON: X1 

	

CLASSIFICATION: CCCRCT 	

CAVEATS:+tafelift 

TERMS: NONE 
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